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As Best All-Round Kentucliy Communitil‘WSpeper For 1947
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WEATI1ER FORECAST
Kentucky and Tennessee—
Partly dowdy. rather o old today, tonight and Wednesday.

S

r.•
YOUR PROGRESSIVE H
E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, Nov. 2d(
? 1947

MURRAY POPULATION — 5187

Vol. XIX; No. 139

Murray Tigers End Grid Season Aganist Santa Claus Is Here Murray Dark-Fired Tobacco 14 'iet To
Memphis C. B. C. On Thanksgiving Day
Opens Jan. 5 AssociatiPr ..tounces
New Opponents
Replace Paris HS.
For Annual Event 1

the high school stadium here on
Thanksgiving Day, Thursday, Nov.
27.
A 16-year tradition was broken
when Coach Preston Holland signed with the Memphis team. The
usual Thanksgiving opponents have
been the Grove High School Blue
Devils of Paris. Tenn.
This year the Grovians tentatively had a confeence play-off scheduled for the same day, which in the
meantime has been cancelled. This
BEING BOOSTED — Sir
leaves the Blue Devils without a
Stafford Cripps, Britain's
game. Coach Holland, however,
new Chancellor of the Exsaid that he could nut take a chance
chequer, has the backing of
on disappointing local fans by not
the Liberal Party, which has
having a definite game scheduled.
an
The Paris Blue Devils last year I renewed its drive for
won the second consecutive vic- • emergency coalition governtory over the Tigers
One more . ment. Liberals want him to
head it now that he's the
win would have given them permcountry's .finance and ecoanent possession of the coveted W.
P. Williams trophy, presented by
nomics boss.
&Li
the Paris 'Post-Intelligence!. and
the Murray Ledger and Times.
Coach Holland reports that the
scheduled tilt with C.B.C. certainly will not give his boys a chance
to loaf. He watched the MemphiFRANKFORT. Ky., Nov. 24—
ans in action against Tech High in Fifty traffic deaths
were recorded
Memphis Thursday night. He said in Kentucky in
October to bring
they have a strong team and put the 1947 fatality
toll to 462, the
on a very good passing attack.
State Highway Patrol reported today.
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Traffic Deaths In Ky.
Total 50 For Month

urn --

ifieds.

The patrol said 609 persons were
Mayfield To Have ltilWd
in traffic accidents during
the first 10 months of 1946 and OcWoodmen Of The tober deaths tor that year totaled
62.
World Rally Dec. 2 A total of 463 accidents was reportedjAst month, the patrol said.
and the number of persons injured
during the month totaled 319 Accidents
totaled 455 in
October,
194C. with 314 injures
The patrol repeat showed the
following monthly reports for 11046
and 1947:
1947
1946
January
43
56
February
39
60
March
47
75
April
33
72
May
60
51
June
52
50
July
67
51
August
52
61
September
39
53
October
50
82

There will be a Purchase-wide
Woodmen of the World Rally held
at Mayfield. Tuesday Night. December 2. 1947. according to the
announcement of Evan C Evans,
Bowling Green. Kentucky. who is
State Manager for the Society.
Mr. Evans states that there a-e
approximately three thousand members in the eight counties in the
Purchaer, grouped in thirtyeiaht
camps. with several camps an each
county in the Purchase.
During. the years of the war
on account of restricted travelling
conditions the meetings of this nature were not held This is the first
meeting- of this type since the-clole
of the war, sponsored by the
organization.
Herbert B Kennedy, Omaha,
Nebraska. Medical Director for
The- ot•ganization. writ be the principle tweedier -Dr
Kennedy is •CH WAG°. Nov. 24 t1.11"1 —Proknown
throughout
the
Nation duce:
.
41
As a great Fraternalost and an outPoultry: 41 pliirs; steady: young
standing orator.
geese 27.
Preceed.ing the meeting in the
Cheese: Twins 43 1-2 to 44; single
hill there will be a parade on the daisies 45 1-2 to 46: Swiss 69 to 72.
streets, terminating at the American
Butter: 362,913 lbs: firm. 93 score
Legion Hall where the meeting, 80: 92 score 79: 90 score 76 1-2: 89
will be held.
score 68 1-2. Carlots: 90 score 77:
National Treasurer, Max B. Hurt. 89 score 69
of Murray will attend the meeting.
Eggs 17.139 cases; firm: extras I.
as well as a number of the State 60 to 62: extras 2. 56-60: 3 and 4.
Head Caino Officers A large class 49 to 52: standards I, and 2, 43 to
of candidates will be initiated and 48; 3 and 4, 45 to 46, current rethe class will be presented to the ceipts 45 to 46. dirties 36 1-2 to 37
ttro,rkr- 35 12 tr. lc 1-2
, 1
distieguished visitor. Dr. Kennel)
--

PRODUCE

117
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LATE BULLETINS
Donaldson Named To Post
:)--Jesse M Donaldson. who started out
WASHINGTON. Nov 25 I UF.
in the postal service 44 years ago as an $II -a-week clei:k, today was
named postmastergeneral at $15,000 a year — the first career postal man
in U S History to get the cabinet post.

Exports To Russia Curtailed
WASHINGTON. Nov. 25 (UP)—American exports to Russia.
SO per cent below January shipments. may be curtailed event
under a plan being studied by the Commerce Department, it was
today.
,
Secretary a Commerce Averill Harriman, it was said, may
the rffarictiona through his existing export control authority.

already
further
learned
tighten

Postmaster General Resigns
a •

Avoid The Rush By Purchasing Extra Floors To BeOn
Receiving On
Stamps Now, Mailing Early—Sledd
December 29

Fowl Production
Down But Still
Enough For Al!,

The Murray High School Tigers
will end the 1947 gridiron season
when they -play Memphis E B.C. at

lee
ist.
the
spa
ast

Santa Claus affixed in this vicinity this afternoon. He has been
flyins: over all the High School
communities and Farmington dropping circulars inviting everyone
to see the giant Christmas parade
in Murray toeight. .
Santa will land at the Murray
airport at 5:45 and the parade will
begin promptly at 6:000).m. in front
of the Triangle Inn. The line of
Postmaster Harry I. Sledd today ing up traffic at Post Office e march will be clowa 12th Street to
asked local residents to plan their slows during December."
MONTGOMERY, Ala., Nov. 25—
Main Street to the Courthouse
The Murray daik-fired market
Christmas shopping schedules new
(U.P.)--.Get out the gobbler guilloThe, postmaster reccomends that
Square. to permit early mailing of Christ- Christmas cards be sent first- for the 1947 tobaccoo crop will open
tine. That time is here again.
Advance indizationS are that
mas cards and gift packages. thus class where- there is any possibility on Monday. Jan. 5, 1948, Western
Turkey production is,off in AlaMurray will play host to the largavoiding last-minute crowds at that the address may be incorrect Darkfired Tobacco) Growers Asbama and Louisiana, but you'll
est crowd in its history when the
sociation, announced today.
postoffice windows.
still be able to get the All-Amerior incomplete, since only envelooes
Tne four giant Christmas trees
at:nth-man from the North Pole ofOn Monday, Dec. 29, all loose
To assure delivery befdre Chiast- bearing a 3-cent stamp have i'orcan bird. The !ration's turkey crop
ficially (-pens the Holiday season in the courthouse souare have now
leaf floors will begin receiving tomas day. the Postmaster advised warding privileges.
for 1947 has been estimated_ at
bera decorated, and all the colored
here tonight.
bacco for the first eale.
that out-of-state mailings should
34.667,000—with
Alabama': crop I Siveral
Stressing the need for complete
people from the county. lights will be turned oil at 5:30 toUnder the present tobacco probe made before December le. and accurati--Addresses, he pointed
figured at 121.000. and 46.000, for ,
who were visiting in Murray yes- night
gram, said an official, there is no
Christmas greeting cards for local out that thousands
Louisiana.
of cards and
tereay. said they wouldn't miss the
Hiram Tucker, pe'rede Marshall, delivery should
be mailed by packages are days late arriving necessity for growers to•rush their
Production for the whole country
parade for anything. As far as has requested that all assistant
tobacco to market since loan adDecember 15, he said.
is down from 41,0/3.000 in' 1946
every Christmas season, or end
they knew, all their neighbors roarshalls be gt the Triangle Inn
Alabama's crop last. year was planned
"On Christmas Eve, it is a up at the dead letter office, be- vances, or support prices, will be
on coming too.
promptly at 5:30. s
without change on
150.000 poults. Louisiana populagreat satisfaction to be certain cause _of insufficient address. ate maintained
A number of farmers said they
When the parade reaches the
every grade throushout the selltion of the fowl first glamorized
that
your
Christmas
cards
and
entptiasized
that
zone
numbers
would just take the afternoon off courthouse square Santa Claus will
ing season.
by Massachusetts Ouv, William
and bring the family to town early read letters -mailed to him at the packages have been delivered be- should be included whenever avail"This is a great program for to.
Bradford, in 1621, is down from
cause
they
were
mailed
able
early,
to,
speed
'he
delivery.
so that the kiddies would be sure 1Vitarray Post Office, and a program
bacco producers.- said the,(official.
48,000. Experts still figure there'll to
out.
pointed
"when
you
postpone
see it all. "Shucks." said one. including band music an i comParcel post packages cannot be "and tone that should have the
full
be more than enough turkey for
"we can't work when Santa comes munity singing of Christmee- Carols mailing to the last minute. yau accepted unless they are stour 1 y cooperation
of every grower in the
Thanksgiving, and fur hash until to
risk disappointing your friends wrapped. he said. "This means
town."
will be held.
dark-fired area."
Christmas.
Many of the children we know
The giant Christmas parade apd by having your messages and gifts heavy cord, sturdy: outer paper.
Growers are urged to market
Hash, the
major hazard
of here in town, to say
nothing of program is being sponsored by the caught in the rush and pealiaps and heavy cardboard inside. Pack- their tobacco in an orderly manThanksgiving and Yyletime e.njow- their
-fathers and mothers, have Murray Chamber of Commerce not delivered until after Christmas." ages must not exceed 70 pounds in oer which includes
thoughtful, and
ment. theoretically is being ban- been
He advised •eombinin ear'y mail- weight, and are limited an size to
Counting the days 'tit Santa's and the Retail Merchants Associaproper classing and conditiening
ished however.
ing with use of Do Not Open Be- 100 • inches in length and girth
arriv:ol
of this year's crop. "This will
At many modern delicatessens
fore Christmas" notes or stickers combined."
mean extra dollars for, your extra
.
and butcher, shops; the buyer may
on packages and eovelopes.
Christmas cards can be hana1ed trouble," advises Association ofobtain a turkey half.
The Postmaster anticipates even
more readily if they are tied in ficials.
In the larger cities, "Poultryheavier mail loads this Christmas
Attention is called to the fact
bundles,. with ail the envelopes facParts" stores are reportedly mainthan during the record-breaking
ing the same way :old the stamps that on type 2 tobacco which is
tained. Here turkey may be bought
1946 holiday season. He said that
an the same, corner. Progressive graded- "W" (Wet) by the U. S.
by
the
piece---"six
drumsticks,
local postuffices across the nation
mailings aver se' period of several Government graders there will :be
three wings, for Mrs. Jones, 35."
are already preparitic foe this peak
days evens out the work at the a deduction of 20 per cent per one
According to the underground,
load by recruiting extra mail clerics
hundred pounds.
Post Office, he added
The annual community 7hanks-1 Service has filet with such enthus- and
those close to the turkey's mouth
carriers, collecting and overTobacco graded with "OS" (one
be held this iastic response in previou, years hauling delivery trucks, and oiling
say that this is more theory than riving Service
sucker fire-cured) will also be acpractice. Some butchers are reluc- year at the First Baptist Church! that a capacity audience is expect- Up the stamp cancel,ationi machines.
cepted at a 20 percent discount.
tant to sell piece work, they say• on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 27, at ed at the Baptist Church ThursThe local postoffice -has already
Tobacco graded "U" iunsound),re
ADVANCE 'TICKET SALE
day.
But the latest. an I probabiy most 1000 a.m.
done a large part of it's own Chrts't"DAM" odamaged), N2L. N2R, N2G
Rev Braxton B. Sawyer, pastor
important
development, is
the
The Memorial Baptist Church mas shopping by laying in supps
or K will not be accepted.
The advance ticket ale for
turkey steak Large frozen turkeys of the Baptist Church. will bring will hold their annual Thanksgiv- of many thousands of dollars
The following flaIors are getting
the Murray H. S.-Memphis(
are cross-sectioned with a slicing the message.
ing service on Thursday muffling worth of stamps." he announced.
ready. to receive tobacco: Farris
Thanksgiving football game beMusic will be under the direction at
machine, into thick steaks. The cut
We
7:00
would appreciate it if people
wioh the message
1.doee Deaf Flour, Bennie ard Cecil
gan yesterday
General admisis made across the middle, with of Dick Farrel, choir director for being brought by Rev. Wendell
H. would stop in next week and purFarris. Mgrs.: Doran Lootoe , Leaf
sion tickets are SI 00 if bought
each steak including a chunk of the First Methodist Church.
Rone.
chase the extre stamps they ale
Floor. A F. and T. C. Doran. Mgrs;
now and still cost 51.20 on game
Rev. Samuel C. McKee. president
breast, drumstick, and a little
The First Baptist Church will going to need for their Christmas
Growers Loose IA-at Flour, Jack
day.
round bone, just like a miniature of the Murray Ministerial Associacards and letters." he said. "This
Farmer. Mgr.: Outlands Loose Leaf
their
Tickets may be purchased 41
early
morning
beef steak. Trimmings, wing tips, tion, and pastor of the College Pres- continue
is one phase of Christmas shopping
Fluor, A. G. and J. W..0titiand,
the Wallis Drug store or At the
byterian Church, will preside at Thanksgiving service - at 6:00 a.m.
and necks. go into the soup pot.
that can be completed early. and it
Mgrs.; Planters Lor.se Leal Floor,
High Sehool,
as has been the custom of the will help us a
Best eating turkey, many breed- the meeting.
great deal in speedGus Robertson. Mgr.
The new , pester of the First church for years. At this service,
ers claim, is the double-breasted
The Murray Market is considered
bronze. However, total' turkey Methodist Church. Rev. G. W. which will be under the direction
the largest dark-fired
dark-fired,tobac:o
sales this year will run .close to Bell. will read the Scripture Les- of the pester. licv Sawyer, an ofket in the western.
$350.0Q0.000. it was estimated.
- son and conduct a prayer period. fering will be taken for the Baptist
10 officials of the associaDuring the war, when turkeys Rev. Robert Jarman, pastor of the Children's Home of Kentucky.
tion, it also consistently leads in
Both of these set vices are.. supwere peéded by the barracks, in- First Christian Church. NVull also
TO ALL WHOM THF.SE PRESENTS SHALL COME: .
highest averaee pr:res paid growplementary and will not conflict
of by the family, the govern - assist in ,the program.
WHEREAS. the health, education, recreation and general welfare of ers.
The
community
Thanksgiving with the Community„Service.
t encourap,ed growers to caperall the children of the Commonwealth is the civic as well as the moral
ment for larger sizes. Accordingly,
obligation of every citizen; and.
a B-29-size bird was developed,
WHEREAS. KENTUCKY CHILDREN. INC.. is a non-profit organ!: ranging from 15 to 30 pounds in
size.
tion set up under the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and is dud
The average family will find that
icated to help meet the needs of Kentucky's children regardless of creed
too much turkey—even tor the
•or color: and.
The Gospel Aires Quartet of Mayold-fashioned Novembers when the
Bs Don Brumbaugh
Peters again scored for the Colts "WHEREAS, KENTUCKY CHILDREN. INC raises founds for distri- be-Id will sing at the New Hope
nation was blessed with two days
as
.the last quarter opened. Howard bution to agencies not adequately provided for by local, county, state or . Methodist Church Wednesday evfor Thanksgiving.
The Lynn Grove High team took
ening. Nov. 26. at 7:00 o'clock.
Most called-for Is the eight to 10- the Murray Training School last hit one for Lynn Grove and Max national enterprises, or by churches or individuals'. •
Everyone is invited to attend.
NOW. THEREFORE. I, Simeon Willis. Governor of the Commonpounder. However, it has a serious night by a score of 49-27 at the Smotherman got two free throws
•
and a field goal to put Lynn Grove wealth of Kentpcky. do hereby proclaim the week of
production a drawback. The
10- Carr Health Building in Murray.
December 1 to Deahead 33-21. Richardson hit one for cember 8.a1947,
pound turkey costs just as much to
as
The victors were sparked by the Murray but Max Smotherman and
raise as the 30-pound king-sized
HELP KENTUCKY CHILDREN WEEK IN KENTUCKY
deadly shooting of Max Smother- Crouch
came
back for
Lynn
job But the cash return is only
man who racked up 14 points for Grove. Boyd dumped one for Mur- confident that the citizens of this Commonweal"i,:ill" not fail to lend
one-third.
the full interest and support necessary to the success of KENTUCKY
his squad. Howard hit the loops for ray.
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK12 points and Crouch got It.
YARDS. Nov. 25 oUPo- .USDA1—
Mrs Ola Newman left Sunday
Howard hit a pivot shot and CHILDREN, INC.
The
offensive
star from the Colts White dumped two from the right
Done at Frankfort. Kentucky, this the sev- Livestock:
to. -.peed the winter in Bradingtoo.
was Ralph Boyd who kept up his side of the court. Robertson got
enth day of November in the year of our
No trading in Iterstock here toFla.
• •
12 point average by hitting the 12 a free throw for Murray to make
Lord one thousand nine hundred and forty- day pending settlemeat ,of livestock
Mr and Mrs Grea Miller return- points with 4 field goals and 4 foul the score 43-35 with three minutes
seven and in the year of our Commonwealth handlers strike.
•
ed Monday from Galveston. Tex shots. .
Salable receipta of hort today
to go.
the one hundred and fifty-sixth,
1.600 head as compared with 14.000
where they spent Abiee weeks with
Boyd who gave Murray an early
Rogers. Howard and Max SmothSIMEON WILLIS, Governor
their son and (emir,. Mr and Mrs lead :with a field .goal but Crouch erman hit straight field goals
yesterday: cattle. 1.200 against 6.500;
for
Commonwealth of Kentucky
calves, 300 against 2,000 and sheep
Max Miller. They visited in other catne back with a foul shot to put Lynn - Grove with Rogers
and CHARI.ES K O'CONNELtrSecretary of State
places of interest while there.
S-400 against 3.500.
the Grovians ahead 3-2. 'Howard Boyd getting free tows for Murhit a pivot shot end then Mina: ray as the game ended with the
—1—
phries dumped a long one-for Mur- Lynn Grove boys lead-Fig by a 49-27
ray. Howard came back with two count.
charity tosses and Boyd got a free
Max Smotherman -fnr the victors
point. White hit a long shoot to give hit eix of seven free tosses to inLynn Grove a 9-5 lead at the end of crease his lead in that department.
the,first quarter.
Crouch and Howard each collected
Peters started the ball rolling for five, field goals.
Murray is a he got a free shot.
Boyd hit a long on
followed. by
•
Richardson to give Murray
the
Boyd got 'another free, shot and
Treviithan got a field goal too put
Pte. Walter E. Shackelfard. Jr.,
the Colts out in front by a \13-9
who has been in training at Aberscore. White hit a field .goal' for
deen, Md, has been, transferred to
Lynn Grove followed by a free shot
the 30th Ordance Tank Mainteby Max Smotherman. Boyd hit annance Co, Fort Knox. Ky.
other long one for the Colts and
He has been visiting his parents,.
Max Smotherman came back with
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter E Shackela crip for Lynn
Grove. Renn
ford, Elm St., for a few days.
Smotherman hit a long shot to give
'Lynn Grove the lead at the half
16-15.
Crouch hit a set shot to start the
second half and Max Smotherman
got a free toss Boyd hit a set shell
QUITS— Unable to cope
1,4
and then Lynn Groove scored 8
with the present critical
points in fast succession with Max . Mr. and Mrs Rooert A. Batts of
conditions in hLs country.
Smotherman getting a field goal Fulton. Ky.. announce the birth of
Premier Paul Ramadier of
and a foul shot. Howard hit a long a son. Robert Andrew. Jr.. on Nov.
74•.
,
France was forced to step
one and Max Smotherman came 22. Mrs. Batts is the former Chrisdown. Wave of Communistback with a free throw. Crouch tine Johnston.
inspired strikes throughout. hit two field goals
ON THE CHINESE FRONT—Working in the cold, early morning, some of the 1;000 "volunin a row while
Mr. and Mrs Cllnton Edwards,
the country has heightened
teers" drafted by the Nationalists dig deep trenches around industrial center of Fuchin,
Rogers collected one for the Colts Dexter, a boy, November 23.
Manchuria. They work without pay. and their objective Is to keep the Communist forces
tension to a point not exand Lynn Grove lead 29-19 at the
Mr and Mrs..Jovo Moore. Route 6,
out of the coal mines and industrial plants of Fuchin.
perienced since war's end.
end of the third frame.
a girl.

WASHINGTON. Nov 25 o UP. -.The White Haase today announced
the resignation of Postmaster General Robert E. Hannegan. He will
leave his post December 1 to devote his full time as one of the members
of a syndicate purchasing the. St Louis Cardinal baseball team.

St. Louis Cardinals Sold
ST. LOUIS, Nov 25 (UP)—The St Louis Cardinals were sold outright today for an estimated $3.500,000,— the largest transaction in baseball history — to a group headed by Robert E. Hannegan.•

Annual Community Service
To Be Held Thanksgiving

Proclamation By The Governor Of The
Commonwealth Of Kentucky

Lynn Grove Blasts 49-27 Win From
Training School At Carr Health Bldg.

Gospel Aires To Sing
At New Hope Church
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Mr. and Mrs. Jack Newport shopped in Paducah Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Autmon Newport
shopped in Mayfield Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Latimor and
children
visited
till bed time
Thursday night in the home a Mr.
and Mrs. Odie Morris.
Mr. and Mr:. Joimnie Valentine
were in Paris Tuesday, last week.
Ted Latimor. Odic Morris and
Charles Morris were in Dover,
Tenn., on business Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barrow
and children. Mr. i.nd Mr;, Elroy
Barrow i•nd daughter. Mr. and Mrs.
Gean Barrow and son and Mj. and
Mrs. Floyd Barrow were gu'ests in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Barrow Sunday.

W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

I Ii.11.1•Ot d

11111

Published afterncons except Sundfiy ‘it 103 North 4th St. Murray, Ky.
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tBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 20; per
onth. 85c. In Calloway zYci adjoining counties, per year, $3 50. „elseyhere $550.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITNIER CO.. 903 Sterick
Merrn!..s Tenn.: ZO Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
B.-o.11 !I Si Boston.
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0
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Tuesday Afternoon. Noernber 25, 1947

Bystanders Take A Stand

a

1

r-ssfire." took n cudgels against
(MANI.; ON THE FERRY—The mcvie camera grinds aboard the ferryboat Elmira as It
sails up Hudson River during the filming of -Closeup," the first production to be shot In
• •- pe of anti-Semitism. The curits entirety,in New York City. Shown in this scene is one of the stars in the picture, Alan
rikrit
" o
• Agreement.- extends the attack
t4) the more genteel forms of anti-Semitism whereby thorBaxter, left, in front of camera
wr-hly
passiAely acquiesce in the prejudices
;Kat feed vio.eniiie. liAth type.are illustrated in the fol- re-:l
i
continues. it is quite likely
NN'ar N\ orkers ,nclieary
Iiiwin.; . id. :
The thing to do, Mehl Aded fs'Manyi
that many of these returning veta
law
fii.cnie
ein to pay at fl tave._Not Returned
TV•i, 1.
I.a,:
erans will be drawn uway---feern the
ywang rowdies viciously beat
.
.
,irz.1 districts.
4 a
1. in Iowa City who expostulated le,st nalt a,:l for their speculative 1
•
orders. Th..t. he s.di sho.:Id i•o•I
Many pc ions who left their liome
th Them o.,er •ib..ir loud. titiensi%e. anti-Semitic remarks.
- Most of the 140 returning perfeN,T
And 'fever.' V.
th'e communitas for war work hay e sons came back
alone, but among
rs took no:action. except for one man
1410 1,1'I.',
prTitprt foots hot returned accoreiing to. a survey them there were 18 families coa•
a!igi was ... brushed.
' LL•F•ide by une of
tattling a total of 67 people. Apart
• Lat.-1 the I thy e I
k It0:leti011 because ih-e
v." .i.,ked s.„n Ralph -w4t:ch the Univ.?rsity of Kentticicy frof the 72 veterans,
...
• most of thof.e
Exper:mcnt Station made in Scott
press charges. on the ground* 1.:
'Vermont.
is there
over 15 years of age had come
!it' reatihet. through methods of
C
A r.,lalively small-portion of the- back from other parts of -Kentucky_
than through legal punish7,
.Nine. percent had been. dnring tne
it 110

-Jed.th
-

COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLETE
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS

You will iye with your
new range a long time
- so we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
bouts easier-more enjoyable. Famous
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of your friends.

The Rev. H. F. Paschall filled
his regular appointment at Hazel
church Sunday and Sunday night
with a good sermon.
Mrs. Grace Wilson has recently
had a severe cold.
BLUE BIRD

• We reserve the rIght to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
el Public Vo!ce items which.in Our opinion are not for the best intererat
of our readers.

1----

Before you buy aty Ramie
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Buying Wheat On Margin Turtts Out To Be
Shopping item On Housewives' List Othman
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Nicholas county knmemakers canned 44.814 ouarts of food. cured
50.200 pounds of meat. froze 2E323
pounds of meat and 1160 quarts
of fruits and vegetables, and stoled
654 bushels of vegetables.
h
.

war. in other parts of Scott coonly; 12 percent had been in otlierK.,•ritticky counties; II percent had
been elsewhere in the United stater.
This is unlike the situation in tne
Mountains, where most of those
who returned came fri%rn the industrial states of the Mid-west.
':Of the returned people. 78 pc'.
tenttien2. men: and most of th:m
are young -81 percent acre lees
than 40. and 58 percent were less. _
han .31
"Fifty-s. yen ,percent of the 72
veterans ti ho returned are ,putt
\yorking 01: farms. Nine own they
ta:0..S. 14 are tenants, four a:
farrn labor-re and 14 work as unorkers on their famtl.es.
farms Twenty-three are engaged
in minfarm occupations Forty's:'.
percent of the veterans are niiire.ed
34 percent are still unmarriel
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AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc:
105 North Fourth Street

.

Phone 1177

HOWARD JONES. District Manager

•

BURIAL INSURANCE.
The Slate of Kent
is legally ucky
a riling-Burial Innuram
l
t
i
This insurance is
being written hy the ( oMmonvi ealth Life. John Shroat is
their agent here.
Our Funeral Heine a, in position to serve ;mu by virtue of being
a member of
The Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial 'Association.

MAX CHURCHILL
SUPERIOR

AMBULANCE

SERVICE

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
MEMOER OF

Lady
Assistant

Loci...trd
PUNBRAL

suorross

Phone 98
Fifth - and Elm
Murray. Kr.

CZ. RV 1 N.3 NATI:FY-WIDE

ILT. Dean ot Shelby county I.
ester! 80 acres of certified soybeans
,,,!•!.f.,r esid

pmwer=wwwwim
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Attention! All Dairymen
THE

ARTIFICIAL BREEDING COOPERATIVE
a reality WEDNESDAY NIGHT„NOVEMBER 26..1947. at 6:00 I?. NI at an organizational meeting
to l)e held at Hardin High School, Hardin, Kentucky.
will he(arne

If you havesigned up one or more cows in the ARTIFICIAL BREEDING PROGRAM — be on hand to oranize your ,COOPERATIVE, and elect your DIREC_
TORS..
members who sign up . by the time of the
26th meeting, can expect service in early January 1946.
•

OP

YES SIR

MR. FARMER

Charter

November

THIS MEANS EVERY AMERICAN!

If you have not signed up any of YOUR COWS,call
at your Counts' Agent's office immediately'and•clo so.
)'.ur COOPERATIVE, the Callaway County Soil
Improvement, Assbciation heartily endorses the ARTIFA-1...,BREEDING PROGRAM,antiourges each,dairymaiiciallke advantage of th.e_opportunities it offers you.

4

.• Now is the time for you to do as owners of over 20,000 cows in Kentu, ky have already done, organize and
use a local ARTIFICIAL BREEDING COOPERATIVE.

We have all the Farm News, including daily Livestock and Produce Market quotations.
We can't-think of any other local daily paper you
can get for only S3.50 a year.
THE DAILY LEDGER & TIMES IS OUR ANSWER
FOR A GOOD LOCAL PAPER

ye

Better Cows Mean: More Milk
More Money

More Cream

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
so you can get all the farm news WHILE IT IS NEWS

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
PHONE 207

By ROBERT PERRY, Manager

—Cowles, W. botron (O. C) •tt
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The Ledger & Times
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Nation's First Lady Pledges White House to Save Food
•

-

Damp dairy barns and poultry
houses never worried granddad. They
were too well ventilated—and cold
as all outdoors in winter Cracks between boards andsloose fitting doors
and windows took care of his venti-

Millions of American homemakers are emulatlag the
exarnpl, of Mrs. Harry S. Truman. wife if the President,
Its r tiservfm• trestle-A Tue.,day and eggless Ttn.rsday at
America's First Home. Here toe First Lady Is shown at the
White House after she signe.1 the pledge to "save wheat,

save mit'ae and save the peace." Under Mrs. TrumAn's
supervision, the White House Is doing It. part as An American
home dedicated toward helping to piovide food for the undernourished tamales of Wel.tertf Europe.

The Citizens Food Committee Suggest:

.were seeded this fall.

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY

VARSITY

Saoolf/It•ai.1 Savo Meal!SaimaaPeace!

THURSDAY
and FRIDAY

TUESDAY PEACE PLATE
rub with • little fat. Bake in a hot oven
(450*Ir.) for, 45 to 60 minutes, or until
tender. Cut a slice from top of each,
and scoop out, taking care not to break
skins. Mash thoroughly, then add about
la cup hot milk gradually, beating until fluffy and creamy. Season with salt
and pepper. to taste. IN° butter or margarine needed / Pilelightly back in potato shells. rounding slightly. Arrange
in shallow bakuig pan, sprinkle each.potato with grated cheese or brush with
melted butter and bake in hot oven
I with fish) until browmttpped. Serves
4. If desired, a little grated cheese can
be added to the potatoes before refilling
the shells.
COCONSiT TOASTIES With a spoon, work together 3 tablespoons butter or fortified margarine,
and % cup light brown sugar, firmly
packed. Stir in lA cup shredded coconut. Spread this mixture on about 12
graham crackers. Arrange crackers on
cookie sheet; broil 5 inches below heat
until golden brown.
Timely Food Tips: Fish is an exOVEN-FRIED FISH
cellent alternate for meat because
234 pounds small whole fish
I teaspoon salt
it provides high-quality, body-build% cup milk
ing protein. If your family dries not
% cup fine dry bread crumbs
like fish, you can serve on "Meat% teaspoon pepper
less" Tuesday the so-called "varicap fat
Wash and dry fish: dip in salted milk, ety" meats, such as liver. kidthen in crumbs mixed with pepper. Put neys, tongue, brains, sweetbreads,
fish on greased baking pan and dot with
fat. Bake In very hot oven 500'F.) 15 hearts, pigs' feet, and pigs' knuckto 20 minutes, or until golden brown les; tripe, and oxtails.
and the flesh separates readily from the
"Toast" leftover °Mona in the
bones. The time of cooking depends
upon the thickness of the fish. Do not oven heat that's left after baking.
turn fish, or add water. Serves 4.
Let slices dry to a golden brown,
then store in a tightly covered jar.
STUFFED BAKED POTATOES
Scrub 4 medium potato-kr-a, dry, then Grand for soups and stews.

For Meatless Tuesday, the Consumer Service Section, Citizens
Food Committee, suggests as today's Peace Plate Oven-Fried Fish,
a tempting dish tbat comes to the
table crisp. outside and juicy and
tendek inside. Use whatever small
whole fish are available in yofar
local markets, or any kind of fish
'fillets or fish steaks, fresh or
frozen.
With the Peace Plate, serve
Stuffed Baked Potatoes and colorful jellied tomato salad molded
with diced celery. Finish the meal
with • dessert of canned pineapple
slices or freshly made apple sauce
with Coconut Toastics. These little
"Toasties" are easy to make and
a delightful way to dress up graham crackers.

st00161.‘1" DOWN A RAINBOW
•
of /or,

/

WALTDISNEY's
FIRST LIVE-ACTION
MUSICAL DRAMA'

V

UNCLE•••REMUS

NO-DRAFT VENTILATION is accomplished easily with this type of
equipment. The fan is located near
the floor.
lation problems. They also accounted
for piles of snow which sifted inside.
True, the passing winds carried
away the excessive moisture given
riff by cows and poultry. This kept
granddad's rafters from rotting. But
he paid a stiff price for his primitive
ventilation system. Winter milk and

former Judge and long-an associate lucky. that is if we get adequate
of Tom Rhea and the powerful facilities to provide for their accommodation, . __The talk is now
Rhea faction is going to run for the
that although Keene Johnson and
seat in Congress made vacant bl•
Virgil Chapman may want to run
Earle Clements election as Goverfor the Senate next year, that Torn
nor. It has been rumored that Bill

CAPITOL COMMENT
It is Thanksgiving, but how think. Let us take time—let us be
many in their seeking for happi- thankful.
Let us be thankful that we live
ness, for worldly goods, for accomunder an opportunity system of
plishment, stop to think for what
Government, free to say what we
they are thankful, or what they
please, to work at what we like,
have to be thankful for?
•
to earn a just wage and buy the
In this era of Civilization where
abundance of things that are
the rewards ro to the strongesa,
obtainable under the productive
mentally, the first with ideas, or
methods of our economic system.
the best in organization, we are
Let us be thankful that any childconstantly prr-ssed for time, and
ren we have or may have will not
because of this we do not pause to
be born in a caste system as in
India. or in Serfdom as in—Russia,
domestic consumption.
but will' have all of the opportuni"The expanded agriculture plant ties that our system and our way
in the grain belt." he said as of life can give them. The four
row
geared
to • produce
more freedoms ar'e impoitant. Have you
than a million bushels of wheat an- thought about them? We are not
nually. Normal domestic consum- hungry. we do have freedom of
non is slightly less at 700,000,000 Spech and the right to Worship as
bushels a year."
we please. We have nothing to
Talbot said the nation should fear from our Democratic system
take one more step to make its of government. They may rot seem
Food-for-Europe program effective important because we accept them
--goa'arritirent controlled rationin 1. as . a matter of course, have always
'It is folly to vassume that a na- had them. but suppose we were
lion of 135.000.000 people will ob- deprived all or any of those, then
serve a voluntary rationing pro- we would appreciate them and be
thiinkf
gram,' he stied

Natcher of Bowling Green was
going to run but this may not be
the case as John and Earle have
been friends of long standing and
he would. probably get the nod
over Bill with the State- machine.
They both did a lot of work for
Earle in the election and in all
probability Bill will get an appointment.

THANKSGIVING HUNTERS
We will Be CLOSED THANKSGIVING
DAY

Random
Shots__ Bob Hensley.
assistant campaign manager of
Earle Clements, went
through
quite an experience during the
election. He was not only worrying
about the size of the majority but
about an expected visit of the
stork. His fourth baby was born
shortly after the election and Mrs.
Hensley, 'the baby and Bob are
doing nicely. ...The State is planning to have a real tourist promotion program for the first time in
its history. It is something that
will bring millions of dollars of
revenue into the State each year
and with the right kind of promotion it will gather momentum and
grow like the proverbial snow ball
rolling down hill as the more
tourists we get the more boosters Ns
.

Please get your hunting supplies
BEFORE THURSDAY
We Have Everything You Need
SHELLS, COATS, PANTS, CAPS,
BOOT LACES, CLEANING
RODS, DOG COLLARS
SHELL VESTS, etc, etc

Kirk A. Pool & Co.
"Sportsman's Headquarters"
Murray, Ky.

F;

SLIP COVER AND DRAPERY MATERIAL
AUTOMOBILE and FURNITURE UPHOLSTERING
Tailor Made Seat Covers ...
Nylon Duck, Fiber, and Woven Plastic
Imitation Leather, all colors
Venetian Blinds..
We measure your windows.
We install your blinds, estimates free.
Window Shades ... Made to measure, any size.
Upholstery and Rug Cleaner
Venetian. Blind Cleaner

Murray Tent and Awning Co.
Fiume 61-W

501 Walnut Street

_.•
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NEW LUGGAGE STYLE

Sending Grain To Europe Favored
By Farmers As Self-Preservation

•

HIT PARADE SONGS

you he thinks about conserving grain
BISMARK. N. D.,
ask tfie wheat farmer in the Red for shipment to hungry Europears.
River Wiley of North Dakota what he'll tell you it's the only way to
avert economic and social catastro-

VARSITY

TDAY
Y
and Wednesday

1,.(114.11 Saud 10 cued eke(• •
THE GREAT GLORIOUS LOVE
STORY OF
1101.1AS
WEST POINT!

RIT

046.•• •••••••• • •r••• •S•grA
161••• Moilsc • loan C.•••11.,
...go. Walk • prow* Notion

phe in America's wheat belt.
Farm leaders and farmers alas,
frankly admit they're not motivated entirely by a desire to •ilay
the part of the good'Samaritan
anon tartFirstly they contend
disastrous IA'Orld war can tbe ai/sried only by supplying Europe with
food until it van get into production again.
gecondly, from a purely economic standpoint, they say they
are convinced that the only way to
prevent a catastrophic slump in
farm prites is to preserve the
foreign outlet of grain.
Prepared to Fight

"Picture
of the
Month"
Sport
9,Z2 it

PIMP Amor..• G•••••••
SOW, CM..
las MON • annet mom

-Keit- 'Underwood, Lexington newsman
and Clement's campaign
manager,.
can have it without a primary if
he wants to run. He may be persuaded to asl he would make the
strongest candidate against the
popular John Sherman Cooper

Jcihn

egg productton slumped. the drafty
buildings were unhealthy for stock,
chickens and help. His high feed bill
ate up his returns—if any—on coldweather production.
That was yesterday. Today, scientifically designed electric ventilation
systems put granddad's crude methods in the shade. Not only do they
protect timbers, wiring, paint, piping and nailheads against dampness
but they do it in tight-sided buildings where doors and windows tit
snugly. As a result, winter winds
howl outside, rather than inside. Because such systems keep the atmosphere of the buildings dry and comfortable, cows and chickens housed
in them are able to maintain milk
and egg production at a high level
during the winter months. Feed costs
remain average, since stock and
poultry do not have to eat an abnormal amount to keep warm. Efficiency of workers is maintained.
Poultry litter stsy? dry longer and
the danger of colds to chickens and
stock is lessened.
Modern ventilation systems depend on fans, operated by small motors, tosexhaust used air, and intakes near ceilings to permit' entry
of fresh air. Fans should be located
so as to draw out used air from near
the floor of the buildings. Intakes
should be built to deliver air upwards toward the ceiling in order
to prevent drafts.
Datay barn ventilating fans are operated by motors of about la or ta
horsepower. Fan capacity should be
60 cubic feet per minute per animal.
There should be one fresh air intake
for each four cows. Ventilating fans
in poultry houses usually are operated by fans powered by motors of
1/40 to 1/20 horsepower. They should
have a capacity of 75 to 100 cubic
feet per 100 birds housed. Tight
floors and deep litter should be used.
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I Granddad Paid High Price-For His
"Loose-Board Ventilating System
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrificatios Bureau

On calloway county farms. an I
average of 14.6 acres of cover croio

—
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With that in mind, and an ailtime
record
$730,000.000
grain croo already binned or marketed, they are prepared to fight
any move which might lead to losaof foreign markets and a retarn
Ii domestic price levels.- 'Glenn J. Talbott, plIguirlent
u. North Dakota f`armers 'Union.
smelled up sentiment of farm orsanizations. By declaring:_
-From a cold-blooded economic
s ogle we can't afford to lose 'air
t "reign marketr If • that should
happen, and We continue to produce as abundantly as' we haae
during the past few years, the
domestic -show window of farm
products will be crammed' so foil
that prices will drop far below..the
cost of production.
"We must preserve the foreim
farm market at all -cost. For if
production should through adverse
seasons fall below normal consuniptions at home. then Ametaca
must tigten it's belt through an
enforsed rationing Program to assure continued shipment of -grain
abroad. Thatls the" only way sae
can peg the price of, wheat at home
at a level where the farmer is assured of a profit."
Production

Good

trr

HALF THE FUN OF CHRISTMAS IS IN
THE GIVING
•
• S robes plus selenium rectifier
• Triple-tun•d R. F. circuit
•"Beam posive•r output for rich ton•
• Exclusiv• buill-in A•roscop•
• Rugged Alnico No. 5 seer:114er
• At-DC-Battery operation
• Plastic diet and grille
• lighter•Ight, compact eas•

You can give more by saving during the year. You
can start an account any day you like, BUT WE SUGGEST YOU START AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
WE WILL CLOSE

only

Ask for
A drnirsil M•del 10

$19'95

THANKSGIVING

c,•
• 5 tolime (including r•ctill•r)
• Bean. pore•r output tor rich ton•
• Automatic volume stints.'
• fscloslve built-in Aor•sc•pis
• Ituppeel Alnit• No. 5 sp•alcetr
• AC-DC onset/01w, . lust plug in
• E•sy-te-rised dial
• Modern .bony plastic cabin,.

Peoples Savings Bank
Nlember F D I(

BELOTE- GILBERT CO.

Ala

However. Talbott said he did not
believe production would falr below

•
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•
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BEAU \
By MARGARETTA

Club News

Activities

Locals'

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

•

bRUCKER

When she had donned the dress
CIfAPTER XXXIV
front the la-ce covered Table: The "Reds" • entertained the winning
o'clock.
Monolougue in Comic Costumes
( icid a as a ho1e1 in which she si.•-'s to make her first
TI1E
centerpiece was an artistic arrange- "Blues".
—Mrs. Thompson of Cyprus, III.
Mrs. O. C. Wells, enatrman, preappearance. she slipped out of the
ment of autumn flowers. and leaves.
A Which accommodated the room to take a peek into the ballsided over the routine business sesAccordion Solos—Charles Young,
Mrs. Ada Nichols, chairman, preA delicious dessert course was
.sion, which was followed by a very
• Summer people who Chd oat roam
sented the following enjoyable pro- Jr.
Thuradas, November 27
"The place is packed.". she reed and Mrs. L. E. Owen presided gram:
have cola:lee:a A a)oa,ciroa
Refreshments we,.e served to a
The November meeting of the interesting program with Mrs. Lesports d to Deborah when she reat the coffee service.
three-Story woodan atractare, tuned. -I saw Geoff coming in Children of Confederacy has been lie Putnam as program leader.
Piano Solus—Misa Lind
Sue large number of members and
The Magazine .club met Friday
It stood on an island Winch was
Conway.
.
the Marvins. Rut I didn't see canceled. The next meeting, which: Guerst speaker was Mrs Frank afternoon at ,ahe Woman's Club
guests.
COnneeted With the Ina'olland Ins wife. Wonder where she is."
will be a Christmas party, will be Littleton. whose in,ersting subject House with. Mrs. V. E. Windsor,
1”....401••••04•••••••MiKwilm.••••qmrwil.....”•
.•..mbal
IO.a
,
m0
,
Deborah's heart turned over. So held with Mrs. Wiloert Outland in was -Hobbies For Women."
by a Short hriaiae.
'hostess.
had come—was here!
Geoff
Miss Lucy Smith. soloist, was acOn tile d,ay
The president, Mrs. L .E. Owen.
Soon, from the ballroom came December.
that was to be i.,
companied at the piano by Russell
SAVE MONEY, BE SATISFIED
conducted the business session dur-,
:3d,p the strains of orchestra music. The
Deborah wedt tat::.Phelps.
about
to
becm.
Mrs.
Tag
show
was
ss. LI. Larder
mg which time the minutes were, Marie Shriuc
•.0. 0
with Nap t, try
TREAT YOUR DIRTY CLOTHES TO THE SPECIAL
cart and Nora lined up the grout,
Mesdames M. G. Carman. T. C. read and approved and reports 1 White Shrine of • Jerusalem,
would w,ar, 1:iti:'o.d of imAlels. made sure that all wen.
CARE THEY DESERVE!
:
Doran. A. L. Rhodes, E. W. Riley, from
Saturday evening at Masonic Hall,
utterly Laara. tnv
various
committees
were
A ready.
G. B. Scott. and R. H. Robbins, given.
with the Worthy High Priestess,
who worked ir.
Bring them to the SPEED QUEEN Self Washingette, ohere
model
whe
had
arTheChicago
,:e. sue moved sated with Nora about smoking
slender, gra,.
hostesses, were in charge of the
Mrs. J. C. Wil lams, presldieg.
every patron is a satisfied customer.
A Very unusual aid clever paper
a a as.ross the fittaig went out first. Deborah followed
back and
November 25, Tuesday—Basketball lovely social hour during what which was very interesting to the ' 'Plans were made for a rummage
Taggart's expert
This Washingette was the first established in Murray and
room ur...,:
w that the time had come.
game with Anna. Illinois, Inde- the—center of attraction was the
haw to d. play her
direction.
now is the lar4est. It is equipped with those famous Speed
members, was given by Mrs. Frank sale in the near future and all havshe fel: cats' calm—was amazed at
p.m.
aere,
8:00
beautifully
appointea
lace
covered
pendents.
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beat
notify
to
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ciot.1,::
ing
rummage
to
donate
will
the
Queen washers, that are guaranteed to get clothes us hiter and
Littleton whose subiect was "Value
ession.
her se:f
November 26, Wednesday—Chapel table holding as ite centerpiece a
The to
cleaner.
was either Mrs. Williams or Mrs. Effie
f
Hobbies
for
W
Th'
•
kn •
of excatemaa:
Thankstaviag program.
horn of plenty with refreshments
WHEN :ale returned to the dressfollowed by roll call which was Henley.
this was nat. induced
I
We have plenty of machines, lots of hot water
V2 ing room. she and the Chicago November 27, it 29. and 30. and colar scheme carrying out the answered by each member present
The Shrine voted to change the
gel.);
L'7414
show
the,
of
the prospect
Thanksgiving vacation
Thanksgiving motif.
and specialize in ice cold drinks. Try it once; use
model found theritselves alone for
relating her, favorite hobby. This regular meeting date for Decem- ,
woncirring whether Gt. a Nk
a 1,.w rn•rmt Os.
Attractive arrangements rd- fall
it'always.
return today as as.
h• very amusing and brought out ber from Saturday 27th to Monday
The other girl complimented her
whataier
flowers and leaves were displayed many interesting ideas and fea- 29th, A Christmas party will be
appearance.
You
could
go
on
her
•••
i
11.11(1 U.:A Int.:. •
throughout the room.
tures.
held, and each member is to bring
Speed Queen Self Waahingette
on places MY gal.s.......
.. Thar: late .::
.ops-to go to
,Mrs. M G. Carman and Mrs. A. - The house was beautifully deco- a twentysfive cent -gift for excame da!,,h.:.,-;
for
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in
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to
look
L. Rhodes served at the tel table. rated for the occasion and a de- change.
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Read Ledger & Times Classifi
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Magazine Club Meets
Friday With Mrs.
Windsor As Hostess

Social Calendar

Marie Shrines No. 12
Meets Saturday
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Pottertown Frmakers
Club Meets At Home
Of Mrs. Outland
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dress, suit or coat
Phone 44 •
SUPERIOR LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
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now you CAN

le, „,• lo

, Hazel P.T.A. Holds
Dad's Nr'ight Thursday

Use no meat on Tuesdays. Do not serve any cuts of
beef, lamb,,Feal, pork or ham at home nor ask for
them in restaurants. On days you do use meat, buy
the cheaper grades.

I

help them help themselves

Use no poultry or eggs on Thursdays. Do not serve
chicken, turkey, duck,goose or eggs at home and
do not order 'them in,.restaurants. -On days you do
buy fowl, buy the cheaper grades such as stewing chicken.

(5—

If we all pitch in we can do the job we mus4 do—we
can prevent the ravaging hunger that leads to
despai- chaos, even war.

of bread every day. Every slice of
bread, every bun, roll or muffia you save means more
wheat to fight hunger abroad.

,.4

4.

Remember when eating out, reglaurants will serve
bread ara butter only on your special request

WASTE NOTHING—CLEAN YOUR PLATE AT EVERY MEAL!

4

')

sAvt, w

A

El

Save a slice

.
5

It's w
little '
In earl
to so(
open c
and ri
time,
many
Follow

11

We must send wheat to our friends in Europe. We
must cut otft waste of bread, cake, and cereals. And
because millions of bushels of grain are used for
feeding animals, we must cut down our use of meat.

11
cip

1!

1!

Holiday Delight !

11

;,'RKLY --- Ric h.- brown., juicy
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HAZEL HIGHWAY

Department Of ,
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Mrs. Frank Littleton
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ILISSIMED,

and Save Money
NOTICE-Put your order in now
for homemade Christmas fruit
cakes. Call 374-M.
•
N25

For Sale

FOR SALE-New sorghum, freshly
made, bright and clear. $2 per NOTICE - Line your cribs with
bucket. Will deliver in and around metal lathe to save high price
Murray-Ellis Dick, Route 5, Mur- feed. Available at Murray LumN24c
ray.
• N25p ber Co.
WISHING YOU A VERY NICE
FOR SALE-Five-piece maple liv- Thanksgiving. Thanks for orders.
ing room suite, and other house- -John Cashon, Fuller Brushman.
hold articles. 503 North 4th, or Phone 419-R.
• N28p
phone 632XW. .
N26p
BEFORE BUYING any vacuum
FOR SALE-One new living room sweeper, see the new model Kirsuite. Phone 444-W.
N26p bey. Kirbey has every attachment
plus electric floor. polisher. Only
FOR SALE- 4-room house and 3. Kirby has a samemtrir. For a
, acres of land. Electricity, mail free demonstration in yaiur home,
route, school bus route, on good just call 1120-J--L. E. Robinson,
1p
gravel road. Four-tenths mile District Manager.
north of Five Points-William E.
CARD OF THANKS
Dodson.
11125p
Mr. and Mrs. William _H. Cook
1 FOR SALE-Self-stoker heater in wish to express their thanks to the
good condition- Leon Hendricks, many frienda_und neighbors for the
Hazel, Ky.
N26p kindnesa shown during the illness
and death of their infant daughter.
FOR SALE-Late model 1946 Pon- Linda Sue. who passed away Notiac-Gene Potts. Route 2, Kirk- vember 18.
We also wish to thank Rev. B. B.
sey.
N25p
Sawyer for the comforting message
brougfit, and the quartet .for sing-

I

Lost and Foimd

We especially thank Max H.
I.OST - Billfold. between Kroge Churchill for the very nice job of
Store and four miles southwest o conducting the funeral.
New Concord. Drivers license and I
currency. Liberal reward - Noel I
Happy Birthday
Malcolm. Route 2. Buchanan.
Tenn.
" N25p
Wend. II Hinkley. Nov. 15
Mts. Wendell Hinkley, Nov 27

L

.Serv es Offered

ELECTAIC MOTOR, repair and re
building. quick service--Sam Pil
low, phone 18 or 1245-M. Paris.
Tenn.

MTW

AVOID the troublesome task
taking down your awnings. Let

of
us
es-

do it! Call 61-W for free
timate - Murray Tent and Awnjog.

T TH S

Notices

I

OPEN FOR BUSINESS -7-Wig
and small appliances Service calla.
Used Maytag washing
machine.
verfect condition- Jones Electric
N26p
• Shop. Lynn Grove. Ky.
DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
1-030. rain
shirr. $200 if they
don't sell. $10.00-lf they do sell
Anybody can sell .. anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co., Hopkinsville.
Ky.
if

•

A

FEW

DROPS OF VICKS

(DOUBLE-DUTY NOSE

DROPS)

Farrta. Nov. 23 '_
Mrs. Cecil Farris.* Nov. 29

Homemakers Clubs
Schedule
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By OSCAR F RALEY
United Press Sports Writer

:2'3

S

1-A quivering
motion
2-Abuse
3-Oreedy
4-811:1
5-Fashion
6-Sesere
7-Sign on full
theater
II-Sharp to taste
6-All
10-Wrecked
11-Explosion
13-Egg
Is-Night before
II-Worn out Cy
use
22-Scandinavian
'5-Entire
27-Lair
29-Relevant
31 -Nee s ‘beets
32 -Poison entldnte
33- Dien

4
-

Nov. 25 UPI-A
woman needs a great sense of humor to be a wife and if you don't believe it take the case of Mrs. Jimmy Corizelman.•
NEW

YORK,

JarTio, the master of the house, is
a football coa-h. His club is the
Chicago Cardinals, one of the nation's top teams with a "dream"
backfield composed of Paul Chrisman, Charley Trippi, Marshall
Goldberg and Pat Harder.
It you know football you -ealized

don't like. her disagreeing with
me, see. Well, by half time it's
really raining and when
go off
the- field I look up at her box and
sneeringly point at the weeping
t•louds.

9

CIVIL

SERVICE JOre-.

...

The Civil Service Commis.,on has
to Confederate money,- he concluded,
announced
art examinat i. • a for
Jimmy, you see, has a pair of filling Resident-in-training posittough, deciding games approaching. ions in Psychiatry at St. Elizabeths

'already he is building up steam for
the proper family atmosphere and Hospital, Washington, D. C. This
there isn't much Mrs. Conzelman Psychiatric Residency consists of
can do about it. •
eleven months in psychiatry and
Even if she gets, the co,:ktail one month in neurology and psyalit-r the ganic I pit home
shaker fixed, Jim still has her chosmatic problems. The salaries
but I don't use my key.,
knock.
are $2.400 and ;1'2,700 a year,
I want to give her a dirty look brother to fall back on!
Full information and application
when she opens the door.
Mrs. C. E. Luter, Meridian, Miss.. forms may be secured from the
"Now we have a cocktail shaker
that's been broken for year's: It's visited Per sister-in-law, Mrs. W. Commission's Local Secretary. Mr.
one of those gadgets where the B. Scruggs and Mr. Scfuggs the Valentine, located at the Post Office in Murray.
company has gone out of business past week.
and I know it's impo.ssible to buy

that dream" tag is true and one
which spells- nightmare for rival the-necessary part.
clubs. But Jimmy has had trouble "So I say. 'Well, gue,s
have a
keeping his backfield together be- cocktail.'
cause if injuries, colds and what
"Naturally, the shaker won't
not. When he does ha've the unit it work and I can
growl about that.

•

rains and spoils the going.
"Then-T-Shirt rapping her' brothAt the moment the Cards..ar.. tied er1
with the Chicago 'Bears for the
by the next day, mrybe, we
55 3m r
77.71....:
Western Division leadership in the are a happy family again.
;;;;;;•/' 39
National League. • So you can un- - :But as I say, there's no place for
35
derstand that Jimmy of the shaggy, levity in a coa:.h's life.
.4 \P
O..
iron-gray hairs wants noruin.
You can se.. that during alecitball
A
That's where Mrs. Confelman's sea .on, JvIrs. Conzehnifn has a hurd
o• .110
-r:
•
MastrestP
troubles begin. If you don't think time. But Jimmy defends his c 36• el re
37 -Re.a
5so, listen to Jimmy.
!tans by rte illing the pessimism ...
311- A r revs
'ffthe.rt. is no plai .... for levity in "Gloomy Gil" Debit.. There Was t!.•
40 -Lunt.
43-Lot.
the lit, tii a coach,' Jim.ry states. day an alumnus w _ni up te- D. le.
43. Te
"You n in ally are_ae.ssim:Ftic and iend said: '
47 Pr,.
Insu 5,1 J P,• art ••••Ior
ni.turally don't want hilarity in 'the
"Inte-back's iook
"Yes," rruntad Dol.,.
II cUse oti the day o a gum".
"1 g I .up about 3 a.m. and start 'they'll get to the tackleis
Conzelinan admits llnileT pre-sia
looking
rani. eltieds. Ffear ra:n
and I :ec a little cloud way off and t`silt he has "a good leant most Si, •
(LI
say. to my Wife:
•
"Ilia I have tit qualify
"'It's going ti. ram.'"
.
By WILLIAM A SHIRES
ed by the Telinit if
x Rob- -But it's eight hours
ches' guild by sayirtg We': • •
United Pre....s sports Writer
ertson to the lineup after his te- time,'" she'll say.
•
very deep." he added, *IN:due:1lH.
ATLANTA, Ga., Nev. 25 ilLIP)- covery from a dislocated shoUlder
That Mattes Me Mad. SO I say: coy
theta that, too.Alatiamal CririSon Tide; :nighty but dismayed as quartaback Jim 'Olt,
Me. chmake very ni.'
_

'But then. you

Southeastern Conference Football Review

Automobiles
We will enjoy "talkin' turkey" to you about a
beautiful automobile, that has many unused miles.
It will be swell to own one of these fine used cars
Thanksgiving.
We've scot 'ern that's nearly NEW and some that
are just fair, but most of them are REAL BEAUTIES, SEE THEM TODAY.

1946 Mercury Club Coupe. Radio, heater, and really a nice clean car, that's
just broken in.. Priced to sell quick.
1942 Ford Super Deluxe. A one-owner
catr that's been city driven. Dark
blue, 2-door.
1941 Chevrolet, black, 2-door. Has radio,
and is almost an ace. It's as clean as
tbey come.
1938 Ford, 4-door Deluxe. Rebuilt motor. Radio and heatet.

WE SELL

COME TO THF FORD GARAGE

RUBBER STAMPS

Billington-Jones
Motor Company
See CHAS. H. WILSON
vFVERY' DEAL A StWARE OF:A I.211 MAIN
PHONE 170

.. Ledger 8 Times
/
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Spouting Off

By Ernie Bushmille7

LL FILL IT WITH
WATER AND PUT
SOME FLOWERS
IN

less days.
Use brcal in moderation.
Buy carefully and make it
Cu further.
'Their ,WC.II tare %Olt at - 311 VC
meat-save the peace

Mis.ossipiti State lost ro time
e.ste.rdiev• and cot down n hard
woik immediately
.11!-II11p.11..10 ilarne Satin-dry '.V! ii Mississippi The Maroons cool I snatch
the Sill' ccown by Will perecilt.i.e.•
4 points if they beat Mississippi and
I (h.", gia It ip Gf.“1",-1,i T. ol
Alabama thus would end ni
ie. with
M
for AA',.fld ph,•

Tiw 111:11114111• WE'Vt.
401r11 SI...rlyi McWilhani--,

tiCif
their

ABBIE an' SLATS

A Star Is Born

By Raeburn Van Buren

I faille-threat barkfield i.c.•.
be
ready for
Mississippy
Thr•
Rebels meanwhile..put a polish 011 (11-1A-1'.5 ALL YOU HAVE TO DO -AT
their 'offense with Barley Pool.S 2,000.00 A NAT:EK - FOR TEN WEEK5snagging passe, like., wild
Poole.
..11.)ST LOOK AT PAULINE PERIL THE WAY
Was almost a cut t unity to set a new
YOU'RE LOOKING
collegiate record for pass-receiving
NOW!)
in Saturday's gripc
'loch
h,k things e•a.
!yesterday but were tc get eown to
btssurt....- for th.• Georgia ganie today. All the Jar-ke regulars were
expected bock in the lineup will.
the exception itt h .Ifbitek G..orgc

AT WILSON & LAWRENCE'S

1

3
..I

A N.0.7
RR
PAPIER

munt*." he said.

can't buy love or affection.
"Of.course I'm retersing

even

wasting as much as we do. BM`
... by cutting out that waste for
Fi7T-ii few mortha . we can feed
the bodies and the morale- °trolll•ens it good people just across
the water.
we have to do this:
Observe Meatless and egg- ,

Its wonderful how :T
little Vick! Va-tro-no
In each nostril acts fast
to soothe irritation,
open cold-clogged nose
and reduce stuffIness. And if used In
time. Vicks Vie-fro-nal helps prevent
many colds from developing. Try It!
Follow directions ha the package.

1- Walters carry
them
6-Kind ol Rouser
11-Military rank
LI-A major planet
14-Merriment
t5- Foray
16-Among
17-Permit
19-Fork prong
30-The sun
21-Lucky number
33-Crimson
I4-Doctor
26- Worn

....1

CART
AVER

28-Fall behind
30-Sooner than
31-8mall ahot
34--Grost
38 -Obstruct
32-irregular
41 -Busy insect
42 -Large, tailless
monk tee
44-Joined
45-Mountain lion
40-Part of eye
48-Demeans
50-13ea demigod
111-0o back
13-Vials
83-Ingress

with the--thouahr ef playing in two Vaughn turned up with the SMilt.
bowls in the next six weeks, buckl- ailment.
ed down to hard work I.'day in
The entire C.:ninotittre squad
preparatian for Friday :light's clash ,Vas bruised and battered atter the
Tuesday, November 25--Stella Club with Miami in the Orate • Bowl, loss Saturday to Maryland.
at 1:30 p.m. in the home of Mrs.
Florida prepix.ebriskly for Satt wasn't to be i.pe,,t-season
Brent Butterworth.
clussic and the Tide was fairly cer- urday's intersectional affair' with
tain that their Sugar Bowl oppon- Kansas State, closing out th•i Gator
ents January I would h much schedule.
rougher and tougher than the
eMIku eleiwarssedisaa...
Yoliveihnsphr
Anyway Alabama- ups.., twice A as,, t s Adniinistiation included
this Community
already this ye..r and thereby whiskey. locomotives, a herd of
Hard Facts About Hunger
knocked ran of a ch .nce at ha. Con- cows, an apple orchard in toil pioWith winter here, the food situference crown- ta.e.n't 'Lakin:: any auction and a field of hay ready
at: 'ii is desperate for V:estera
chances on an up-it 'in 'its final b.- cut.
European families. Freak weathgame ..f the season
Coach Red
er has reduced
Drew gay.. his 'tia cii' it lookses• at
their grain proNANCY
ductkan by 200.Miami
dinnmy scrimmage
oe0,000 bushels. yest,-idav .11.d thee got dawn to
under last year
OH, WHAT A CUTE
haid work against fic.se. plays toand, even
aay
FLOWER POT
then hunger.was
The Tide h..r.{ only tota,urrow ft i•
widespread.
additional hard work twfore the
This winter
hunger :s more
game in the Orange Bowl stadium
widespread than
:end they were making the Most of
before.
short time. Guard FL.> Hi( lest
Our corn crop is dawn 8.10.000.- •-711C- the only Ticle.rniiii d. finitely
000 bushels ... bet we have a
oat est the Miami g„ant. ann h.•
lecord billion and a half h-ishel
would be ready for
Sug ir Bowl
wheat crop. That's a lot of wheat.
d-,n't need it all . .

_1

Crossword Puzzle
AeR411111

Today's Sports Parade

ANSWER TO
PREVun s et "'Le

EVERY CAR is guaranteed to give you trouble-free
service. Here's yeur chance to get the best in
Used cars at the price you want to pay! Look
over these fine values today.

IT'S THE EA5I 6AY YE-5, GHAELIEP
WHEN THE TEN WEEKS EST JOB IN THE
ARE CVER YOLYLL HAVE WORLD. REQUIRES NO
EN(A)&H TO MAKE
YA.A4 BRAINS- NO
(21,11E PLAN5
UNDERSTAND.
AN!? 5UE 5 COME
`ICU'IZE JOST
THE TYFE co
-IT, 40N!

VVELGOIAIU'IC, -THE
SWEETNEART OF THE
LVElit S.C.ClET.!

.`e

.t

•
!

caAercnE ccgr•eir.4
1 , ?taxi To o• Toe
II LE'52t,tsEW
ilz/77,FICTURE,
,. •

Mathews..
Get gut took iidva-iitage
the
first fair weather in week. yesterday to shaviien its uorial 'ire.
Coach Wally Butts listed (.0..
p1.0,er. reserve.- gu iid Al Jeffrey. - as 1..0 for the Tech 'rimeIndications. were that the wily,
Bulldog menter niteraitx1 to use
plenty I if passes a Tech weaktress
Is' "VC Inn, the tn. uteitainolls
strength- of the Teen hilt

- 1941 Ford Club Coupe, radio and heater.
Nice and clean.
1940 Ford, Standard, 2-door.
1941 Chevrolet Truck, 1 ton. Good motor and tires. Will sell at a bargain'.

LEL ABNER

Spirits weir.
in. Knoxville
-with ;inticipation of the third Tenor-amt. dretet it tin., wet-hthe• Vandertii,,t Commodor, conie
Up in the bills for' the tr.i..i.etional

1940 Chevrolet 2-door Special Deluxe.

game. SatOrdav.
incanwhihsne.e. etc -or

1942 Ford 1-ton Truck. Nice and clean.

No Passing

'- POE

GLOBAL ticaLito.:GOT NABBEDIf- CKL.si A WEAK...,...
LIVERED, SPINJELESc_. LOOT
WOUCD LET ANYTHING STOP
HIM AT A TIME LIKE THISif

V-'

on Curves ! !

qw kt

By Al Capp
THEM
SPINELES`.., LOL7c.,
Iru STUPEFIED!!
THANK
'11,T uPEFY

-

ir(

_
AH
THET AH GOT -EQUIPMENT T
WREAK SECH DEE
STRUCK-SHUN AMON::
TH'ENEMY, IN TN'
NEVER-ENIDIN'
BATTLE. OF
BOY NALLSAWS
GAL.rr-

WRESTLING

1935 Plymouth Coupe. Good transportation.

Every Tuesday Night
at 8:00 O'clock

'City Auditorium
PARIS, TENN.

a

WILSON & LAWRENCE
2o1

PLE

• Sponsored by V.F.W
Advance sKi4 sale at
Pry Drug Vo,

- P.HONE 150

•
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Basketball Games
To Be Broadcast
By Station WHAS

THANKSGIVING
FEAST

LOUISVILLE. Ky.. Nov. 25--The
Reynolds
Metals
of
Company
WOI sponsor a full
broadcast schedule of lending Kentucky joliege F'tsketball games this
season over
adui Station WHAS,
it was armoun:.ed
today by
Mr David P Reyr.
dent in charge of Athritising.

A

Watching David P. Rev nolds. Vice-President of Rei not& Metals
Cempany. sign for Or series of broadcasts are .left i Victor shot's. WW1!.
Station Manager, and center, George Walsh.
1),.. 13 K

ceiedrgte
THANKSGIVING r
(xlia4
'
4 d
TMY

.\

Dec

k

vs CI I1,171

ti at

20 V cf L V.. Pittsburgh al

.Tar. 2 Kentucky vs Crei•tnton at
Louisville
Jan 10 U of L - Murray a.. Louis% ille
;Jan 1: Eastern vs Mu-cr,,y
Rad:mond '
24 Kentucky vs Cincim...ti ..t
31 Wer••rn vs Easter
.nj
atx gt .n
bi 2 Kentucky vs' Notre 1,,are at
South Bend
Li 7 Western i•s Murray .:•t. Murray
F
14 Kentucky vs Tenn,:ssee at
I.exington
i• 21 Kentucky v•
Tech

FA I RI-THING you love best
for Thanksgiving . . golden
bro., n oozing turkes . . nth
red • rantierries . . . sweet potatoes topped %kith marsh,
mallovt
redirils pumpkin
All cooked to perfr( pie
lion.

o 24 Ke-7 • IAN. vs Temple at
1.otailivIlle
F is 793 Edia.s KIAC Tou-nament
• Lowsvi:le
r 6 Sem., ard
SEC
arn -a-r.• n' at Louisville
•• r 20 S..-rne• and Fin," State
FLgh
School
Ti Ain...rm.:It
a

NE INVITE VOI' TO(ELFBR ATE TOUR F.tMit.T
TH 10;10:GIVING
DINNER HERE

Blue Bird Cafe
4-3

,Reyn.
sta•t•-1 'At
Ge-rge
veterte. WHAS Sp ,rtcaster.

LETTUCE, large

MAC IS BACK—Only
recently named manager of
the Boston Red Sox after
being out of baseball for a
year and a half. Joe
McCarthy is serving advance notice on the other
American League clubs that
the Red Sox will have much
to say about who takes the
pennant in '48. The acquisition of shortstop Vernon
Stephens and pitcher Jack
Kramer from the St Louis
Browns bears the mark 01
the McCarthy hand.

FEASTING ADDS TO 1
JOYS OF LIVING,
MAY WE SERVE
YOU FOR
THANKSGIVING

23c

lb. 39c

WINESAP BAKING
APPLES, lb.

10c

GREEN PEPPERS,
Pound

30c

ORANGES,
8-1b. bag

45c

GRAPEFRUIT, Texas
25c
Pink, 3 for

CIGARETTES "L
Poun46.
HOME DRESSED HENS
PRIME RIB BEEF ROAST
SWIFTS PREMIUM LEG O'LAMB
POPULAR BRANDS

Carton

Choice Grade

Pork Sausage, pound
Sirloin or Round Steak, pound'
Ocean Spray Cranberry Sauce, can
Pumpkin, Del Monte, No. 2 can
Mince Meat, Nun-Such, pkg.
Morris Town Green Peas, No. 2 can
American Lady Asparagus, can
Fruit Cocktail, Del Monte, No. 2' can

1 lb. 24c

Just stop by and take home a package of
"DEL-ROSE ICE CREAM"
FLOWERS FOR PATRONS —Eunice Podis, young American
pianist, displays some of the 2,700 blooms presented her by a
well-known florist in honor of her benefit, on Nov 29.. in
Carnegie Hall for a grand piano for the Athens (Greece)
Symphony Orchestra .There's one flower for every seat in
the hall.

Everybody Likes Ice Cream

Del Rose Ice Cream Co.

a
started in 1933 when selected corns years under the most adverse confrom that country were crossed on ditions
V----U. E. inbreds in Weslaco. Tex.. iy —
Dr. J. R. Walltn one of Dr. Melhus'
co-workers. In 1946 the crosses
made in' Teas were brought up to
Shenanfloah.
crossati
Is.
and
again. This spring the corns wet:
planted here.

PHONE 751

e

NEW REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

Mountain View
NCWS
Miss Annie B. Ellison viSited
Mr and Mrs. Richard Self last
M..rclay week
Mr Roy- Ellison. Miss Annie B.
Ellison. Mrs Katie Ellison and Mr.
Guy Counts all v -sited Mr. Joe
Walker's folks last Saturday a
week ago
Mr and Mrs. Richard Self and
children, Juanita Pearl and William Ray. visited Mrs. Katie Ellison
last Tuesday -..:ftern
Mr Richard Self went to visit
Rubcrt Walker who is sick.
We
folks.. Old Man Winter is
sure in the air.
I heard thtt Mr. Orville Fulchei
has killed hogs. I guess I had better
go and stay a week with him.
I was sot': y to hear thia little
Juanita
rl and William Ray
F••• :1" are'. i•ack with a cold. I is. pc
•.• .11 soon b.' well again.
- Ruth Fulchyr from Alton.
Itellt the week end with her
t etas. Mr. and M's Orville Eul•
and Mrs Richard Self and
ii spent Saturday right with
Scif's parents. Mr and Mrs
v .11e Fuktier
THE LONE HAND_

When the project started. Iowa
scientists gathered some 1.200 selections of corn from all over Central America in areas where coin
has been grown for at least 2.4ilk)
filled, mature ears developed on
sturdy stalks with green Leaves.
The four Iowa and U. S hybtiost
used as checks were short-stalked
small-eared Ind fired because of
the 'unusually hot, dry- summ.-r
weather of July. August and September.
As yet the yield records are not
av.ailable. bid the surperior performance of the hybrids with Gua •

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Kirk A. Pool & Co.
Murray, Kentucky
I
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Announcement To

h.

Tobacco Growers Of Calloway And Adjoining Counties

ids. 15c

PASCHALL JUMBO
CELERY
CRANBERRIES.

A

DESSERT

M•

S

a.

WHY WORRY ABOUT WHAT
YOU'LL SERVE FOR

'The respome to our broadcasts
asate(asialts—stit- )4eistiock,'
football ::ames was ,r• in!•'
we look torward to th,-:
•
•
to .serve Ktntucky
1'1a sirr.lar niarner..

-

•

IF YOU ARE HAVING A BIG . ...

S1 57

55(
52(
69

45c
75c
21c
23c
24c
15c
19c
48c

Pineapple Juice, Del Monte,
No. 2 can

21c

Stewart Pecans. lb.

49c

Durkees Cocoanut, 4-oz. pkg

23c

Pride of III. Corn, No. 2 can

21c

Swansdown Cake Flour, pkg.

49c

Expert White Cake Mix, pkg.
Marshmallows, pkg.

29c
15c

Paying Highest Cash Market Price for Egg;65c for Choice Hams

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 130

A.A.A. NOTES
RV Q D

for the 1947 tobacco crop will open on

The Murray Dark Fired market

WILSON

Tie end of the AAA Fr ..tram
• .r i- just around the courier As
,rrn, r is ri gaired 1., i,. 1.1111e.
d
'0..'e
S--.-dtired
If
the
in ft Calehd
Ve...1.
all
•• .• I. tm
• o• tised •L,•ir Con.
be fore
It tr.. •,..,'. ia; ,s lad usts, i• 1947
.•
lt •ran-feried t th•• 1948
Pr I:: am, a hi li jute., be. !'ia. ,,use
u
t,, .,b•aln any
.4)
fl
I' 14411

Guatemalan Corn
Planted In Iowa
Proves Success
AME.: Ta 'UP, — Ater predictin
the useb,Intsts of Guatemalan corn
for many years Dr I E M.Ihui,
project leatler of the Gus,. malan
,,ot nos. of 1:10 Iowa Stale Colle•le
tropical .research Center was not
•irpz :sect whrn six tee-t plots of
teas hare 'sated here
Th.• "rossing .4 hybrid
:an corns on ..e..4.1.adapred
'reds in 3,5 ir.st-nces in the •
••a••71 del:nate heat and (trot:id
1,
,tarce in some of the hybrids
according to the expertt
re•!aln desitabk Characters nI
cm, r,
''cal Arriprlf
••••1 int", Ic•;•.ia ruins
•
•IInot he rend,
• immediatel
taDr l'atelhua saw
• strains otf Gus
been rittrif•rd
in-br,..riirg• ant th best cot..
" IV tons teiFo•d on a large-seal'.
Ihe
corns wi.1 be avail
for lirm•rd field testing
survive Het summer
'.!..rm
if th. 33 hybrids with
, at.rniii;in • firpoding had welt
rialan germ plasm is outstandirni
1-1.1.r ids were ubi
main•a•n
grecn lerti•t•
h.
• r 1"..!1•1 I he h,,?
beclus
thc,T StI,Ori,I.
,:1-cle'Vel,,EN-cl
hybrids

Monday, January 5, 1948
All loose leaf floors will start (begin) receiving tobacco for the first sale
on MONDAY, December 29th.
Under the present tobacco program there is no necessity for growers
since loan advances, or support prices,
to rush their tobacco to market
will be maintained without change on every grade throughout the selling
season.
This is a great program for tobacco producers, and one that should
have the full cooperation of every grower in the dark fired area; and one of
which best results may be obtained by marketing your tobacco in an orderly
manner, by thoughtful and proper classing and CONDITIONING of this
year's crop. This will mean extra dollars to growers for their extra trouble.
THE MURRAY MARKET is the largest Dark Fired tobacco market
in the Western District. It also consistently LEADS in highest- average
prices paid growers.
Market your tobacco with these floors:

FARRIS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Bunnie and Cecil Farris, Mgrs.

DORAN LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
A. F. and T. C. Doran, Mgrs.

1
sk•er^ •

GROWERS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR

AAA t
:\
ROOF. MER

IF i

Jack

MURRAY

OUTLANDS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
A. G. and J. W. Outland, Mgrs.

PLANTERS LOOSE LEAF FIDOR
Gus Robertson, Mgr.

Farmer, Mar
it
KENTUCKY

